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What I Think I Can Say,
What I Say I Can Write
Jennifer Katahira, who was teaching in an urban
school in the lowest stanine (9 %tile units) with a
low SES, racially diverse population was given a
grant to evaluate the effectiveness of her
adapatation of Marie Clay’s integrated writing
reading instruction. She invited presenter to be the
evaluator.
At the end of kindergarten, all the children but one
were writing independently and reading above the
90th percentile on normed test.

What I Think I Can Say,
What I Say I Can Write
1.
2.
3.

Teaching Method
Daily, starting at the beginning of kindergarten, teacher modeled
idea generation. “Today I will write about what happened when I
left home this morning: “I saw a clown driving a car.”
Then she modeled translating strategy: What I Think I Can Say,
What I Can Say, I Can Write.” Then she said her thought out loud.
Then she said the thought again one word at a time.
For each word, she modeled the transcription process by saying the
word phoneme by phoneme. She asked the children to help her find
a letter to spell the sound on their Sunshine card with single
consonants and short vowels, each of which had a clue picture that
began with that phoneme. As the children suggested letters she
wrote them on the board. In this way she spelled for them each word
in the thought.

What I Think I Can Say,
What I Say I Can Write
4. Then the children practiced the strategy, first thinking outloud, then
saying each word one at a time, sounding it out, and spelling each
sound in it. They also illustrated their story. After children wrote for
about 20 to 30 minutes, they read what they wrote to another child in
the class. At the end of the kindergarten they published a book of their
writing and art work.
For her Ph.D. dissertation, Dean Traweek compared children who
continued to receive this kind of daily writing experience with those
who received direct instruction in phonics.
At the end of 1st grade, both groups of children had improved and there
was no treatment-specific effect. However, those in integrated writingreading tended to have lexical and sublexical orthographicphonological correspondences, but those in phonics tended to have
only sublexical connections. See Reference 1.

Writing + Reading > Reading Alone
Children in 10 of the lowest achieving schools in Los
Angeles, the second largest US school district with
very diverse students, were randomly assigned to
either
 the regular-program direct instruction in phonics
(additional practice) or
 integrated writing-reading (based on University of
Washington published randomized controlled
early intervention in reading and writing studies
now available as PAL Lesson Sets 1 for reading
and 3 for handwriting/composing).

Reading Lessons
Subword: alphabet principle for high frequency grapheme-phoneme
correspondences in high frequency words in beginning reading texts.
Teacher modeled and children imitated pointing to and naming 1- or 2letter spelling units and naming pictured word containing the
associated phoneme so that correspondences close in time became
automatic.
Word: Teacher modeled and children imitated applying spelling-phoneme
correspondences to decoding a set of words practiced in each lesson of
varying spelling-phoneme predictability.
Text: Teacher and student read engaging, age-appropriate story books
first as choral readings in parallel, then as cloze (child predicted
missing word), and then with child decoding independently using the
cue card with letters and pictures. They also discussed what the story
was about and what they liked or did not like about it.

Writing Lessons
Handwriting instruction was based on the most effective treatment in a
randomized controlled study (Reference 4).
Instructions: “Study the numbered arrow cues in ____(name letter).
Cover ____(name letter). (Start with 1 sec delay between covering and
writing letter and increase delay over time as specified.) Now
write_____(name letter). Compare_____(name letter) to the model
letter. If your ____(name letter) looks different from the model letter,
fix it so it looks the same. ”
9 Only practiced each of 26 letters once in a lesson (avoids habituation)
9 Always composed for 5 minutes to transfer handwriting to composing,
using the What I Think I Can Say, What I Can Say, I Can Write
Strategy and the Cue Cards with Letters and Pictures, and shared what
they wrote with peers

Writing + Reading > Reading Alone
Both the control and writing + reading treatment group
improved significantly in reading pseudowords.
The writing + reading group improved significantly more in
reading real words and orthographic coding in group
statistical analyses.
Significantly more individuals were treatment responders in
reading real and pseudowords in the writing + reading
group than the phonics only group. See References 2 and
3.
Based on first and second study, might it be that writing
words has an advantage at the lexical level (ear-to-hand)
for real words compared to phonics only (eye-to-mouth)?

Teaching Writing Transfers to Reading
Children taught handwriting, who also
composed, improved significantly in word
decoding and as much as those given
phonological awareness treatment (See
Reference 4.)
Training in spelling transferred to real word
reading and composing. (See Reference 5.)

Teaching Writing Transfers to Reading
Teaching the alternations of alphabetic
principle (alternate spellings for the same
phoneme) transferred to improved
phonological decoding (see Reference 6).
Teaching handwriting and composing, rather
than phonics, transferred to improved real
word reading (see Reference 7).

Concurrent Influences on Writing
The path from automatic handwriting to
composition length and quality was
consistently significant in grades 1 to 6 (age
6 to 12). (See Reference 8.)
The concurrent covariances in a longitudinal
study between handwriting, spelling, and/or
word reading were consistenly significant in
grades 1 to 7 (age 6 to 13). (See Reference
9.)

Longitudinal Influences on Writing
Longitudinal structural equation modeling of writing-writing relationships
among handwriting, spelling, and composing (Model 1) and of writing-reading
relationships among handwriting, spelling, and word reading (Model 2) and
among spelling, word reading, composition, and reading comprehension
(Model 3) in grades 1 (n=128) to 5 (n=114) or 3 (n=113) to 7 (n=99) showed
that spelling
 was the most stable across adjacent grades and had consistent longitudinal
influences on composition across adjacent grades first-to-seventh;
 beginning in third-to-fourth grade, had reciprocal influences with composition
(Model 1) and with word reading (Models 2 and 3), and
 showed longitudinal influences on word reading first-to-seventh grades
(Models 2 and 3). (See Reference 9. )
Spelling is translation + transcription: the scribe translates ideas into words and
written symbols. Spelling is not merely a mechanical skill.

Why Is Writing Important?
 Writing externalizes cognition, which overcomes
limitations of internal working memory by making written
products available for review and re-review. (See
Reference 10.)
 Writing is Language by Hand and by Eye, which allows
the writer to read and review and re-view the written
words. (See Reference 11.)
 Oral reading is Language by Mouth and by Ear, which
does not allow the reader to review and re-review the
fleeting sounds in spoken words. Thus, written words help
overcome working memory limitations.

Why is HANDWriting Important
Hands are the end organs of brain that produce
motor output for acting on the world.
In the process of acting on the world, they receive
sensori-feedback in the form of touch and
kinesthesia (sensation of movement) which
registers in the primary somatosensory region of
parietal cortex.
This region that registers incoming sensation is
very close to the supramarginal gyrus in parietal
cortex that processes phonological information.

See Reference
12

Why Are Serial Movements in
Writing Important?
Lashley (1951) introduced idea that serial
organization of behavior contributes to human
cognition.
Handwriting requires serial finger movements to
produce sequential strokes of letters.
Spelling requires serial production of letters in a
word.
Composing requires generation of serial sentences
to create the genre-specific discourse schema.

Good > Poor Writers
On fMRI BOLD contrast between serial and nonserial finger movements, good writers activated
robustly more in brain regions associated with
these functions (see Reference 13):
Cognition
Language
Executive Functions
Temporal Coordination
Does hand engage the mind?????

Longitudinal Relationships between Writing
Skills and Serial Finger Movments
Handwriting, Spelling, and Composing measures at
the beginning of 5th grade were significantly
correlated with fMRI BOLD contrast for serial
versus non-serial movement at end of 5th grade in
five brain regions associated with
Phonological processing,
Orthographic processing, and
Executive functions.
See Reference 13.
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Why Is Spelling Important
Good spellers activated brain regions associated with
 the sensorimotor processes of handwriting,
executive coordination of phonological,
orthographic, and morphological information in
words; and
 concepts underlying word meaning.
See Reference 14.

Good > Poor

Why Is Spelling Important
Poor spellers, like good spellers, activate brain regions
associated with the motor processes and concepts
underlying word meaning (however, the opposite side), but
not the executive coordination of word-forms.
Instead poor spellers activate brain regions associated with
 Working memory,
 Orthographic word-form processing, and
 Phonological word-form processing.
See Reference 14.

Poor > Good
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Why Is Integrated Writing-Reading Important?

Completion of written school assignments,
grade advancement, and school completion
require that children integrate reading
(source material) and write reports or take
tests.
Individual differences in this ability to be a
writing-reader are apparent early in
schooling (See Reference 15.)

Triple Word Form Theory
Learning to Spell and Read Words requires
storage and processing of three word forms in
working memory:




Phonological
Orthographic
Morphological

Learning to Spell (see Reference 16) and Read
Words requires analyzing and reflecting upon
each of the wordforms and their parts (linguistic
awareness).

Morphology

Phonology

Orthography

Relationship between Word Form Deficit in
Working Memory and Diagnosis
PAL II User Guide
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For dysgraphia,
orthographic
coding and
sequential hand
movements—
the
orthographic
loop--are
critical.

Cure for Dyslexia in English is French
Current paradigm for treating dyslexia in children
who speak English is phonics and more phonics
(orthographic-phonological correspondences).
In University of Washington treatment and brain
imaging studies for children with dyslexia (in
grades 4 to 9) in family genetics study, adding
morphological awareness of words of Romance
origin (French and Latin) to phonological and
orthographic awareness was necessary to
normalize brain function and obtain behavioral
gains. See References for Triple Word Form Theory.

Effective Instruction for Developing
Written Word Awareness for French Children
 Instructional Activities that develop Triple Word Form
Awareness may help French speakers relate an oral
language characterized by Enjambement to a written
language in which words separated by spaces are primary
storage and processing units.
 A combination of word work and word play with spoken
words and their parts, written words and their parts, and
bases and affixes and their sound-spelling relationship has
proven effective in early intervention with at-risk English
writers and spellers.

Phonological Lessons
PAL Guides 1998 (pp. 196-219)
Four games were played to develop phoneme
segmentation skills:
9 Find the Hidden
Does the word begin with
/m/ as in mother? make? time?
9 Say the Missing Sat mice. Now say ice. What is
missing?
9 Say the Word Without Say wave. Now say it
without /w/.
9 Substitute Say sad. Now say it with /h/ instead of
/s/.
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Orthographic Lessons (Looking Games)
PAL Guides 1998 (pp. 192)
9

Show written word (on chalk board, overhead, or written
list at student’s desk) from the reading or spelling
curriculum briefly (about 1 second) with this instruction
while sweeping finger under the word in left to right
direction: “Look carefully at each letter in this word.”

9 Then cover the word with a card and ask the children to
spell the word or write a designated letter or letter group
(orally taking turns or everyone writing independently).
9 Then uncover the word and play one of the games on the
next slide.

Orthographic Lessons (Looking Games)
PAL Guides 1998 (pp. 192)
1. Direct children to look carefully at this written word:
breakfast
2.

Cover word for about 1 second.

3.

3a. Whole Word Game: Now spell what you saw (do not name
the word—so children have to rely on memory for all the letters in
the word).
breakfast

4.

3b. Letter in a Word Game: Now name (or write) the first letter
in the word (then the last letter). b, t

5.

3c. Letter Groups/Clusters in a Word Game: Now name (or
write) the first two letters (br), the last two words (st), the third and
fourth letters (ea).

Alphabet Retrieval Game for Improving
Automatic Retrieval PAL Guides (pp. 193)
• Name or Write the letter that comes after
these letters: a, s, w, g, m.
• Name or Write the letter that comes before
these letters: u, r, t, l, i.
24 sets of five after and five before items to
use in the context of a writing lesson aimed
at all levels of language.

Morphological Awareness
1. Word Sorts (a few examples)
prefix no prefix
ready rerun refer rents
past tense /d/ past tense /t/ past tense /ed/ no suffix
jumped read headed loved
signals (derivational suffixes mark grammar)
Mother was______. friend friends friendly befriend

2. Mommy Longword Hunts Example: Find the
longest words you can that end in two suffixes.
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